How to Sell and Play MATCH 6 lotto
Cost:

$2.00 per game (3 lines).

Drawings:

Nightly Draws, Every Day.

Players choose six numbers from 1 to 49. A MATCH 6 game allows the player to choose the first six number line,
the next two lines are quick picks for a total of 18 numbers. Players have the opportunity to win four ways matching
the numbers drawn by the Pennsylvania Lottery to each line or by combining lines (Refer to the “Multiple Ways to
Win” section located on the back of this document). Players may use a playslip to choose their own numbers, have
the computer select them through the “Quick Pick” method or a combination of the two. All prizes are paid out in
cash, including the jackpot. Advance play is available for up to 26 draws. The MATCH 6 jackpot prize level is
pari-mutuel, so the jackpot prize pool is divided equally by the winning jackpot prize tickets. If the jackpot prize is not
won in a MATCH 6 drawing, the jackpot prize rolls over to the next drawing’s jackpot prize.

Methods of Selling Match 6
o
o

Touch the [GAMES] tab to get to page 2.
Touch the [MATCH 6] icon.
If a player requests Quick Pick, select the play options and
touch [SEND]. OR touch [Manual Entry] to select the numbers
the player requests.

Note: If you need to change numbers you have selected, touch the
number again to de-select or touch [CLEAR] to remove those numbers
and start over.
To select the play options:
o Touch the NUMBER OF PLAYS desired or touch [Other] for a
pop-up keypad and enter amount up to 100.
o Touch the number of DRAWS desired or touch [Other] for a pop-up
keypad and enter amount up to 26.
o Touch [LAST] to bring up the previous transaction.
o Touch [YES] for MULTI-SELECT. This option allows the player to request individual Quick Pick tickets (unique set of
numbers for each drawing) up to 26 draws in advance.
o Touch [SEND]. The terminal prints the ticket(s).
PLAYSLIP METHOD:
Step 1: Insert the completed playslip face down in the middle of the document scanner.
Step 2: The ticket will automatically print if the playslip is filled out correctly. If the playslip is marked incorrectly, the screen
will display an error message.
Note: The terminal will default to the next available drawing. If a player wants to play for draws other than the next
available drawing, touch the date icon; select the draws the player wants to play before the playslip is inserted.

MATCH 6 Ticket

Important Terminal Tips:
Name of game
Amount of ticket



YOU CANNOT
CANCEL MATCH 6!



The maximum number of
games per transaction at
one time is 100.

Date of drawing
Numbers selected
Auto Quick Picks
2-D Barcode

MATCH 6 Playslip

Number
of Draws

Quick
Pick
Option

Multiple Ways to Win
Base Play:
If you match your numbers to the winning numbers
drawn by the Pennsylvania Lottery on the same line,
WINS
MATCHES
follow the
prize chart listed below:
6 of 6
JACKPOT
MATCHES
5 of 6
$1,000 WINS
4 of 6 6 of 6$20 JACKPOT
$1,000
3 of 6 5 of 6$2
4 of 6
$20
3 of 6
$2
Note: If the top prize is not won in a given drawing,
the entire amount rolls over to the next drawing’s
jackpot prize.
Combined Play:
If you match your numbers to the winning numbers
drawn by the Pennsylvania Lottery on any of your
three lines (one game), follow the prize chart listed
below:
MATCHES
10+ of 18
9 of 18
8 of 18
7 of 18
6 of 18
5 of 18
4 of 18

WINS
$2,500
$1,000
$50
$25
$10
$5
$2

Sample Winning Tickets
Winning Combinations
3 of 6 (Line 1) = $ 2.00
3 of 6 (Line 2) = $ 2.00
3 of 6 (Line 3) = $ 2.00
9 of 18 (Combined)
= $ 1,000.00
Total Prize = $1,006.00

Winning Combinations
3 of 6 (Line 1) = $ 2.00
4 of 18 (Combined)
= $ 2.00
Total Prize = $4.00

Winning Combinations
(Game A)
3 of 6 (Line 1) = $ 2.00
5 of 18 (Combined)
= $ 5.00
Winning Combinations
(Game B)
4 of 18 (Combined)
= $ 2.00
Total Prize = $9.00

Note: You can win on each line or by combining
all three lines to win up to four prizes in a game.

Reports
Winning Numbers Current
MATCH 6 Game Sales Report
Current Jackpots

Pennsylvania Lottery Helpline

1-800-692-7481

Scientific Games toll-free numbers:

1-800-692-7353
Providing help on terminal questions and repair.

1-888-393-4744
Ordering instant tickets and online ticket stock.

